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represented by the vector (~) , and a qubit with state 11)

is represented by the vector(n .These two vectors are

called the basis states. So the amplitude of the value \0)
is given in the first row of the vector, and the amplitude

of the value 11) is given in the second row. We assume

that we have the machinery to set any qubit to one of
these two values at the beginning of our algorithm. An

arbitrary qubit state is then represented by the vector (;)

, where a and Bare complex numbers and lal'+IBI2~1.

A quantum program which transforms a register of
n qubits from an input state to an output state can be
represented as a 2" by 2" matrix, which, when multiplied
by the input state vector, gives the output state vector.
The laws of physics say that this matrix should be a
unitary matrix. A unitary matrix is a square matrix M
of complex numbers which has the following property:
Replace each member a+b.i of M with the number
a-b.i. Take the transpose of this matrix. Multiply this

new matrix (called M t) with the original matrix M.
The result should be the identity matrix. This property
guarantees that every quantum program is reversible,
i.e., the inverse of the function that it computes can
also be computed by a quantum program to obtain the
original input from the output.

This can be generalized to n qubits easily. The state of a
register consisting of n qubits is represented by the tensor
product (13) of the individual states of the qubits in it.

To code a "classical" algorithm in the quantum format,
we have to make sure that our program never deletes
information. Any classical program can be modified

We show the group of amplitudes that describe the state

of a quantum register as a vector. A qubit with state I0)

, which is guaranteed to read 0 when it is measured, is

To distinguish qubits from "classical" bits, it is common
to use the bra-kef notation of quantum mechanics. So

the expression 10) represents quantum zero, and 11)
represents quantum one. The left-sided notation (0 I
would be used if one deals with co-vectors. The state of

a qubit can then be represented by a I0) + ji 11) ,where a

and B are the amplitudes of 10) and \1), respectively,

in this state. When we measure this qubit, we see 10)

with probability lal', and 11) with probability IBI 2
• The

laws of physics say that, in any quantum register, the
sum of these square tenus must be 1. So in our example,
lal'+IBI'~1. Similarly, an n-qubit register will have 2"
amplitudes, each determining the probability that the
binary number corresponding to it will be seen when the
register is read, and the sum of squares of their absolute
values will be 1.

When we measure a qubit, a given superposition boils
down to a position. In general, this is a probabilistic
event, and the probabilities are determined by the
state of the quantum bit before the measurement. To
represent the exact state of a qubit, we have to specify
two complex numbers (amplitudes) which describe the
particular combination of 0 and 1 in that state.

In our usual computers, a bit is either 0 or 1 at a
particular time. Hence a group (register) of n bits can
contain only one of 2n different numbers at a given time.
A quantum bit (qubit) can be in a weighted combination
(superposition) ofboth 0 and 1 at the same time. A group
of n qubits can therefore hold all of those 2" different
numbers simultaneously.
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Introduction
Using quantum-mechanical properties of natural
particles, it is possible to build computers that are
different in some interesting ways from the ones that we
are used to.
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Abstract

We give a short overview of quantum algorithms. Some
famous algorithms such as Deutsch-Jozsa and Simon
are covered with more details. The directions for further
development are addressed,
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